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What Are We Going To
Do About The Current Threat
To The Idea Of A University?
Joseph R. Royce
The Center for Advanced Study in Theoretical Psychology
The scene is a lecture by a Distinguished Visiting Scholar.

•

Professor (in Audience): Do you mean it is naive to think of the university as a community of scholars and an institution of higher
learning?
Distinguished Lecturer ( A University President) : Yes.
Professor: Can y ou elaborate?
Lecturer: The university has become too many things to too many
people. As we moved away from the elite model we took on large
numbers of non-students who found their rewards in non-scholarly
activities such as social and political issues, action groups , and living
in communes .

The university never has been a "strong" social institution, but it
has seen better days as a bastion of learning. Since it is one of the
few havens for the creative minority, it is obvious that continued
neglect of this institution will be detrimental to the development of
"high" culture. The point is that it is the creative minority artists, philosophers, scientists - who provide the new awarenesses,
values, and senitivities which are necessary for the dynamics of a
complex, modern culture.
7

Prior to the 20th century lack of financial support had been a major
problem for the university. At all but the richest institutions, there was a
spartanism in both professorial income and the availability of facilities and
equipment. (This is still true in most universities outside of North
America.) In fact, the picture of the prestigious, but impecunious, Herr
Professor of the continental university has become a stereotype.
All this was changed in the U.S. in the early fifties when the Ford
Foundation initiated a campaign to raise university salaries. This was
followed by the mass education of the late fifties and sixties. Thus, we
now have many campuses with 30,000 to 40,000 students. In Europe most
universities are not housed on campuses - they are typically spread out all
over town in a variety of standard city buildings. Furthermore, many of
the large urban universities, such as Paris and Rome, have over a hundred
thousand students. It is obvious that there aren't enough seats in the
typical lecture hall at institutions such as these. It is also a well-known fact
that there is little direct contact between students and faculty at such
places. In Rome an oral examination is required at the end of the year.
But the average professor at this institution has the responsibility to orally
examine around 1,000 students. A standard procedure is to hire an army
of unqualified assistants who conduct a 10-minute oral on behalf of the
professor.
At many of the state universities in North America it is not unusual for
introductory courses to enroll 500 to 1,000 students. Lecturing to masses
of this kind is not conducive to "involved" learning. Several years ago I
was walking across the Minnesota campus at noon, a time when a particularly large number of classes terminated. I was inundated by a mass of
humanity, a crunch as bad as any I had experienced in New York subways
or in downtown Manhattan during the rush hour.
All these are surface manifestations. What about the inner workings of
the university? They are even worse. If you ask the typical student about
his 15 hours of class time he'll tell you he's bored by most of it. What is
perhaps even more revealing is that many professors will confess to a
similar attitude concerning the courses they are required to teach. The
typical American cafeteria-fed curriculum is a manifestation of a coursehappy university sub-culture. The point is that both students and faculty
are in agreement that they both spend too much time in the classroom.
Well , then , why does it continue? Because it's locked into the system .
Because staff loads are based on number of courses offered, and because
student credits cumulate toward a degree and result in what is called an
"education."
Both students and faculty are also in agreement regarding the evils of
grades. Here, again, they are retained because of the system. Unfortunately, the issue of grading has been confused with the legitimate demand that
students be evaluated - that a doctor, or a lawyer, for example , must be
qualified. Nobody will quarrel with the need to maintain standards, but
this issue shouldn't be confused with the problem of how to educate.
That, of course, is the essence of the problem. We don't seem to have a
convincing theory of education. My guess is that part of the difficulty is
that we don't have an adequate theory of man. There is, of course, nothing
more practical than good theory. A profound theory of man's nature, for
example , would make it easier to decide how to make the most of human
resources.
8
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For example, it seems to be well-established that the hunger for learning is a very natural demand of the young child, even though the potential
level of achievement varies enormously. However, within a very few years
of formal schooling, we manage to kill off much of the natural human zest
for learning. On the other hand, we have also gone too far in encouraging
non-students to attend college because "it's the thing to do," or "it's a
way to get a good income," or because of an "athletic scholarship."
The bastardization of higher education via the professionalization of
sports has been carried to its penultimate in the United States. There is
nothing like it in universities in other parts of the world. It constitutes an
outstanding example of the remarks at the beginning of this essay to the
effect that the university has become too many things to too many people.
The alumni pressure on State Universities for the best football team or the
best basketball team is enormous. Furthermore, the gate receipts are also
impressive. Big Ten and Big Eight football games are massive, impressive
spectacles, but what do they have to do with higher education? And how
much impact did the University of Chicago's audacious act have on sports
in the American university when it so courageously dropped football in
the late thirties? None.
I was the professor who put the question to the lecturer alluded to at
the beginning of this essay. And I didn't like what I heard, but it had the
ring of truth to it, and it resulted in my writing this piece. And I'm writing
this piece because I've committed my life to the university, and I've always
cherished the idea of a university, the idea of a community of scholars, the
idea of a citadel of learning. What's more, most of the professors I've
known have shared that dream - at least at the beginning of their careers.
I've been on about 10 university campuses either as a student or a
professor. Only two or three of these had a thick intellectual atmosphere,
the most obvious one being the University of Chicago. Other American
colleges and universities have it, but they are rare. They include such
places as Swarthmore, Antioch, and Harvard. What have these places got
that most of the 1800 American colleges and universities lack? Essentially
they have a total intellectual atmosphere, and further, they have a student
body which is highly select. And they treat the student as a full-grown,
independent, adult, human being. They assume he's a student. And if he's
not, it's understood that he'll take his lumps and get out. Institutions of
this type have seminars, tutorials, and senior projects. Attendance at
classes is not required. It is assumed that students will attend classes
because they want to, not because they have to. All of these procedures
have to do with cultivating a sense of independence in the development of
the student, and a feel for his coming to grips with deep and significant
ideas. The developing student finds himself probing deeply into certain
areas of knowledge because his intellectual hunger has not been satisfied,
because ideas that are really understood open up new dimensions of life,
because the student has been, in effect, intellectually liberated.
At this point the embryonic scholar is on the threshold of one of the
most significant aspects of life: he is ready for creativity in thought. He
may write a paper for a seminar, or serve as an apprentice in a research
project, or derive a mathematical equation. Now he has had a taste of what
it means to pursue knowledge - not out of a book, not rehashing it for a
test, not rote memorization, but out of his own head. He has had a hand in
creating knowledge. No matter how small the contribution, it was original
9

in whole or in part. There is no other experience in the sphere of education which can motivate one to learn more than the experience of creating
new knowledge. For now the individual is an active searcher, and his thirst
for knowledge can never be quenched for the simple reason that the realm
of the unknown is literally limitless, and the desire to know all there is to
know about at least a limited domain of knowledge is the disease of the
latent "expert." This seeking attitude of the serious student has deep
implications, for the person who is truly perceptive has a vitality of existence which gives meaning to life. And this meaning becomes so much a
part of the motivated student that he is now self-propelled to learn more.
In other words, the student is independent. He will learn on his own. He
does not need a classroom, a professor, or a college campus, although the
mature student will certainly make the most of intellectual interactions at
a great university.
Let me now describe my university utopia - my conception of a community of scholars which would maximize the kind of existential involvement described above. It must be understood that my remarks are addressed to the idea of a university - not colleges, junior colleges, or
community colleges. There is a place for institutions of the latter kind , and
they might well flourish via the present system - I don't know. But the
implication of what follows is that most of today's so-called "university"
population should probably be housed in "colleges." Universities should
be elite places for real students. Universities should be the only institutions
of higher learning which grant graduate degrees, and all of the active
participants there, whether professional, graduate level, or undergraduate
level, are assumed to be serious scholars. Thus, we begin with the idea,
then, that at least 50% of the scholars will be professorial and graduate
level students. We also begin with the idea that, since the current model of
formal classes, grades, etc., is inappropriate, such "kid stuff" will be eliminated. Since we begin with the presumption that we actually have a community of scholars we no longer have a motivational problem to contend
with. The natural hunger to know gets reinforced in this utopia, and each
student is surrounded by equally voracious searchers for truth. Thus, the
problem now is to keep these voracious truth seekers from interfering with
each other's personal development. Since we've eliminated most of the
formal classes, each student (i.e., undergraduate, graduate, and professorial) is now functioning as the independent scholar that he is. The
professor, for example, is not harassed into teaching several classes which
involve covering material he's not really interested in. Instead, he's at
work, in the laboratory or/and his study, on his latest intellectual passion.
After some time, perhaps 3 to 6 months, or on several occasions during the
year, he might announce that he's got something to say. He might wish to
present this in the form of a series of lectures or/and seminars, and there
might be some colleagues - i.e., fellow faculty members and students who might be interested. If so, they would attend and interact with the
professor.
Similarly, a group of students might decide they are particularly
interested in existentialism or nuclear physics, or certain contemporary
poets or playwrights, and they might petition Professor X, an expert on
that particular subject, to lead a series of seminars or/and lectures in that
domain. The point is that the "formal" or "social" learning situations
would only come about on demand - they would occur either because a
group of scholars share a common desire to spend several sessions on that
10

topic, or because Professor X has something to say - the point being that
what he has to say comes, in fact, out of his intellectual guts, not out of
the forced feeding of today's typical class. Furthermore, whatever
audience he has, whether it be an N of 1 or 100, will be a real audience again, because they'll be there only because they want to be there. They'll
not be there for grades or credits, or any reason other than the desire to
learn about the subject in question.
It should be noted that most of the current massive classroom space
would not be required. Some of it would be retained, of course, because
traditional introductory courses would probably be in sufficient general
demand that they'd be needed. On the other hand, many more small
seminar rooms and "seminars-in-the-round" * would be required, along
with a significant increase in departmental libraries. And, of course, the
usual offices and laboratories would still be provided. In short, the physical plant would be a reflection of the "community of scholars" concept
rather than the current "teaching mill" concept.
What about evaluation? Surely we can evolve viable alternatives to the
current system of course grades. Psychological testing, for example, has
evolved to the point where either the Educational Testing Service or
regional Test Bureaus could provide the technical know-how for assessing
what a given student knows. Such a procedure could provide "external"
checks on who knows what. Since the university utopia I described above
would involve a relatively small coterie of "apprentices" who are in
close contact with each professor, I should think the "internal"
evaluation procedures would simply follow the old-fashioned procedure of having the "master" determine when the "apprentice" is
ready. But presumably such an evaluation would now be based on
true scholarly activity, such as assisting in ongoing research
programs, writing up research results, leading seminar discussions, or
producting an original theory or work of art.
What do you think? And what can be done to move in the direction we
all want? Frankly, I've been struck by how quiet the faculty has been
during the past decade. I'm not talking about their noise level in regard to
social and political issues, but rather their "information" level concerning
how to educate and what to do about improving the scholarly life of their
own academic community. Are you convinced that scholarship in
academia is alive and doing well?

* A seminar-in-the-round involves the usual seminar situation but it has
an audience listening in instead of the usual four walls. Thu's it came
about via a wedding of the standard seminar and theatre-in-the-r~und as a
way of making the content of the typical seminar situation available to a
large audience without completely sacrificing the advantages of intimate
and _penetra~i~g intellectual exchanges among informed and well-prepared
semmar participants.
11
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The Social Sciences
In General Education
Bobby G. Bell
Proponents of general education maintain that every person is worthy
of an education that is most general. Translated into a formal curriculum
general education refers to that part of a student's education lying outside
his area of specialization. Cultural and social literacy remain the dominant
goals. Even though controversy surrounds the definition of general education and the philosophical approaches to its realization, the objective
seems to be clear, that education "for an informed responsible life in our
society" and "that part of a student's education which looks first of all to
his life as a responsible human being and citizen." 1
To achieve general education objectives in the social sciences courses
have generally included the problems approach, the systematic approach,
and the historical approach in some interdisciplinary relationship. Philip
Phenix expects the social sciences to assume a more dynamic role in
general education.
He says that "the social sciences may be expected to play an increasingly important role in liberal learning, as it becomes ever more evident
that the conditions of human existence are not simply imposed by fate,
nor the results of the interplay of blind, impersonal forces , but the
consequences of deliberate human action. The human community need
not suffer in resigned impotence from the pains of social disorder and
inequity. Human beings are free and responsible agents; they play the
major role in creating the social world in which they live. The study of
the social sciences within the context of liberal learning is one of the
major sources of insight for such responsible world-making." 2
The dominant challenge for the social sciences in general education is
the construction of integrated courses from a broad interdisciplinary base.
This challenge is difficult to achieve because of the increased specialization
of the various social science disciplines. Historically, the development of
the various sciences has led to a sharpening of the differences among them.
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Since the social sciences are characterized by relationships rather than
by common syntax, Michael Scriven suggests three different concepts of
these relationships:
1. Interdisciplinary which views the several social sciences as specializa-

tions of a common subject matter.
2. Multidisciplinary which views the social sciences as independent
sciences concerned with human behavior and related only by the
common source of that behavior.
3. Reductionist which views the social sciences as in the initial stages
of developing a vast human macrophysics since human beings are,
after all, but collections of atoms. 3
Only the third view promises a complete unity of the social sciences.
Scriven labels this view as "far out" and the interdisciplinary approach as
unproductive since no common subject matter has yet been defined. He
thinks the multidisciplinary approach is the most promising, but that it
poses problems for educational objectives for the social sciences in
the curriculum.
The multidisciplinary view of the social sciences retains the distinctive
role of the several social sciences. Their distinctive roles would allocate
around the following dimensions:
(a) The goal-seeking personality situation with its somatic, as well
as private and interpersonal motivations, which comprise psychological data; (b) the social-institutional situation, which identifies
sociological data; (c) the cultural situation, which identifies an·
thropological data; (d) the diachronic process, which identifies
historical data; (e) the administrative situation, which identifies
political data; and (f) the allocative situation, which identifies
economic data. 4

The possibilities of interdisciplinary cooperation among the social
sciences for curriculum purposes derive from several directions such as the
development of interdisciplinary research, the restructuring of traditional
disciplines into combinations of "hybrids," and the focusing on common
themes through some policy orientation where social science materials are
gathered from several disciplines.
Henry Winthrop believes that certain emerging fields of research which
rely on interdisciplinary postures exhibit great potential. He identifies
these fields as operations research, linear programming, game theory, decision theory, information theory and advanced forms of symbolic logic.5
Winthrop is convinced that "the interdisciplinary curriculum will be a
major portion of the educational wave of the future. " 6
The main difficulty for more integration centers around the various
conceptual stances of the several social sciences. These concepts are derived either from empirical data organized by the researcher or from a
more scholastic position to which the data is related. To be useful, concepts must be clearly defined in the context which produced their
meaning. This is the major difficulty since different contexts produce
different meanings.
Theoretically, disciplinary integration has been proposed from a synoptic position, a single-cause deterministic position, rules of inquiry position,
interrelated dynamic parts, and integration into one of the established
disciplines.
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Talcott Parsons understands the relations among the social sciences
from a synoptic viewpoint grounded in his social theory. Parsons recognizes an element of voluntarism in social interaction which produces the
possibility of new and constantly enlarging social systems. Society is, according to Parsons, a structural-functional system that is dynamic by
nature. From an empirical perspective society is a network of differentiated sub-systems in very complex relation to each other. These subsystems are the adaptive sphere , the goal gratification sphere, the value
maintenance sphere, and the integrative sphere. These spheres operate in a
given cultural context, thus cultural anthropology would study the overarching cultural phenomena. The adaptive sphere Parsons defines as the
economy to which the discipline of economics would correspond. The goal
gratification sphere is the political to which political science would be
related. The integrative functions, value maintenance institutions, and
changes which each sphere causes in the other, would be the area of study
for sociology. Since the individual is not considered atomistically but as a
psyche in a social context, then, social psychology would deal .with
psychic behavior. History as a discipline would be concerned with the
processes of change and a sensitivity to emerging patterns within the social
system. 7
Another theoretical position focuses on single-cause deterministic
models. If a single factor is assumed to be the most dominant in society,
then, the social sciences would relate to that factor and find their relationship around the necessity to elaborate a single-cause explanation. For
example, Marxism, which interprets individual consciousness as a reflection of social consciousness which in turn is determined by the economic
mode and means of production, would relate the social sciences around
the necessity to explain this causative factor. The same would be true of
Freud's theory concerning neurosis. The repression of sexual energy frustrated by social mores, resulting in collective action to release suppressed
energy, results in a psychic determinism causing social action and behavior
of individuals and collectivities. Deterministic explanations do provide a
common ground for integrative endeavors. Their acceptance is another
question.
Patrick Gardiner suggests that the disciplines interrelate at the level of
their sensitivity to logic, evidence, and the scientific attitude. 8 It is doubtful that the subjective element can be eliminated . But increased sensitivity
to the continuity of fact and theory with the attendant role of intuition
makes for clarity and a greater possibility for communication among disciplines if not for more integration.
Those who would emphasize behavior as the proper study of the social
sciences - indeed, who wish to change the name of the social sciences to
behavioral sciences - through the methods of empirical research see the
social sciences as a dynamic unity of operating parts, with each part being
indispensable to all other parts. This orientation is strong in sociology,
psychology, political sociology, economic sociology, and social anthropology.9
Some visualize more possibilities of social science integration and cooperation in the curriculum through one of the traditional disciplines namely history. H. Stuart Hughes says that history can play the role of a
synthesizing discipline even to the extent of incorporating the historical
span of the humanities. History, according to Hughes, has been adding
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economic, cultural, and psychological aspects of the past to the traditional
politico-military emphasis. This trend, he thinks, provides history the opportunity not only to cooperate with the social sciences but to help the
social sciences understand themselves through an historical perspective.
Hughes would have history be the mediating discipline in the
curriculum. 1 0
It is to be expected that partisans of the various disciplines would tend
to think their discipline holds the promise for some scheme of integrating
the various disciplines. An exception is the economist, Kenneth Boulding,
who suggests that geography "has a strong claim to being the principal
integrator of all sciences, insofar as it studies the earth as a total system .
. . . Unfortunately it suffers as a discipline from some Jack of organized
contact with the social sciences and also from a quite unwarranted feeling
of inferiority. It can provide an important link between the social sciences
and the biological and physical sciences, and one can visualize a curriculum
in which all the sciences are organized in an essentially geographical
setting." 11
The relating of the social sciences to questions concerning policy decisions is dependent upon interdisciplinary research and the focusing of
the disciplines on those social problems perceived as demanding attention.
From this perspective the "focus" becomes the integrator. Crossconceptual hybridization may result but not necessarily.
The issues involved in generating social science interdisciplinary explanations are both substantive and philosophical. There are at least five
different philosophical orientations utilized in the social sciences. They are
the (1) logico-deductive, (2) dialectical , (3) causal, (4) statistical, and (5)
structural-functional. Elaborate methodologies are connected with each of
these orientations. They all have staunch adherents and disciples. The use
of one model or a combination of models in the various disciplines generates controversy and analytical separation of social phenomena into
separate fields where each field formulates its own questions and develops
its own concepts.
Faced with the limited possibilities of interdisciplinary endeavors for
educational purposes and the substantial philosophical differences which
generate a multiplicity of concepts, the educational burden of the social
scientist centers around the avoidance of exclusive attention being focused
on certain aspects of the social world. To avoid exclusiveness each discipline in the educational process must help students to understand the
limitations as well as the uses of a single discipline and the possible interconnections with the other social sciences.
Scholars from the various disciplines ~rovide justifications for including
their particular discipline in social science general education programs.
They indicate the possibilities of realizing general education goals.
Historians usually make very comprehensive claims. Hans Kohn writes that
"history is the foundation and synthesis of all liberal arts and should be
taught as a synthesis of the development of the human mind and human
society throughout the apes so that the students become conscious of their
share in man's heritage." 2
In the field of geography the Association of American Geographers
commissioned a project to define the place and purpose of geography in
general education and to seek ways to stimulate actions to improve the
content of college undergraduate courses in geography. A modern geography course provides the student in general education with basic facts,
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necessary skills, and an appropriate conceptual frame of reference, including the understanding that most phenomena in any area are spatially associated and interdependent; that areas are interrelated; that man is both a
creature and creator of his environment; and that environmental change is
a natural function of all world features and relationships. Such a course
will supply the chorological approach to the systematic and chronological
approaches in the curriculum. The chorological approach focuses "upon
the distributions and associations of terrestrial phenomena in the world as
a whole and in particular places, and upon the interrelationship and interaction of these particular places." 13
According to the project report geography provides several values to
general education. Among them are the following:
1. It exhibits the causal interrelations of physical, biotic and human
phenomena, and shows how these can serve as clues to the origin
and function of socio-economic and political processes.
2. It stimulates the observation of pattern, especially regularity in the
occurrence of landscape phenomena.
3. It provides the key to understanding the importance of place in
human affairs, in historical as well as in contemporary perspective,
so that the student sees the present world in context.
4. It cultivates a sense of value relative to man's stewardship of the
earth.
5. It fosters the appreciation of differences and similarities from place
to place; the geographer views the world as both richer and more
significantly complex because it is diverse.
6. It involves the student directly in the study of the real world
( through map and photo interpretation and field work) and encourages him continually to test abstraction against experience. 14
Geography is historically understood as a "bridge" subject among the
natural sciences, social sciences, and the humanities. Assuming this role in
the curriculum georaphy makes one of its most valuable contributions to
general education. 1
A study group composed of several leading psychologists explored the
general education possibilities of psychology. They agreed that the major
objectives of psychology in the collegiate curriculum revolve around the
persistent problems of psychology such as the nature of man, the basis of
knowledge, the forces that direct and regulate conduct, the uniquely
human reactions that are called religious and aesthetic, and man's relations
with other men in society. 16
In 1962 the American Sociological Society organized a panel to consider the role of sociology in general education at the collegiate level.
Charles Page presented the possibilities for sociology in general education
in the following statement:
Several significant advantages are provided by sociology to its
teachers in their general educational role. They are introducing students
to an increasingly salient mode of inquiry and body of substantive
knowledge in our 'sociological age.' Supported by the longstanding
methodological canon of cultural relativity and by the growing emphasis upon comparative studies, they are helping to demote group-rooted
and ethnocentric restraints and to promote informed and less-biased
views more appropriate for citizens of a highly mobile society and a
rapidly changing world. 1 7
16
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Seven contributions of sociology were suggested by Robert Bierstedt.
1. The study of sociology liberates the student from the provincialisms
of time, place, and circumstances and frees him from the constrictions of his natal culture.
2. It introduces the student to the role of logic and of scientific
method in the acquisition of knowledge.
3. It contributes to the student's sense of order and to his methodological sophistication.
4. Sociology is a discipline that spans two cultures, the scientific and
the humanistic, using as it does the method of science to explore the
concerns and affairs of humanity.
5. Sociology initiates and keeps at the front of student awareness the
ancient problem of the relationship between society and the individual.
6. When history becomes positivistic it is indistinguishable from
sociology thus it is the responsibility of sociology ultimately to find
the answer to this age-long quest.
7. The literary quality of sociology has its style and is not inferior to
that of other learned disciplines. 18
Margaret Mead summarizes the comprehensive potential of anthropology in the following manner:
Anthropology is a uniquely situated discipline, related in diverse
ways to many disciplines, each of which, in specializing, has also inadvertently helped to fragment the mind of modern man. Anthropology
is a humanity, ... concerned with the arts of language and with the
versions that human cultures have given of the definition of man and of
man's relationship to the universe; anthropology is a science, concerned
with discovering and ordering the behavior of man-in-culture; anthropology is a biological science, concerned with the physical nature of
man, with man's place in evolution, with the way genetic and racial
differences, ecological adaptations, growth and maturation, and constitutional differences are implicated in man's culture and achievements;
anthropology is a historical discipline, concerned with reading the
record of man's past and establishing the links which unite the potsherd
and the first inscription on stone, in tying together the threads between
the preliterate and the literate world wherever the sequence occurs;
anthropology is a social science, although never only a social science,
because in anthropology man, as part of the natural world, as a biological creature, is not separated from man as a consumer or producer,
member of a group, or possessor of certain psychological faculties. 19
Thus the anthropologist views his discipline as sufficiently broad enough
to achieve general education objectives.
Bernard Haley suggests that economics should free the minds of
students from their narrowly circumscribed economic environments. To
accomplish this goal through the study of economics, according to Haley,
the following should be realized by the student .
. . . (1) He can be given a comprehension of what an economic system
is, and how its interdependent elements operate to allocate resources to
different uses, to maintain or not to maintain full employment of
resources, and to promote or not to promote growth in income and
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welfare overtime. (2) He can acquire a way of thinking about economic issues - the habit of looking at them analytically, of treating
them objectively, and of separating out the value judgments involved
from the analysis of how the system works. 20
Ben Lewis argues for economics in general education because of the
present realities concerning citizenship in the United States. Lewis
maintains that "the simple business of living in the United States in our
age calls increasingly upon men to participate actively with other men
in the gigantic undertaking of collective governmental decision-making
on a vast array of complex economic problems and issues. It is demanded of these men that they have economic understanding. " 21
William Robson contends that political science achieves general education goals when it enables students "to participate effectively in political discussion, to grasp the important questions of policy, to withstand the flattery of the demagogue, to resist the lies of the dictator or
the promises of the imposter, to distinguish between propaganda and
truth, to bring informed criticism to bear on public authorities, or to
appreciate the criteria by which government action can be
appraised. " 2 2
The following elaboration is provided by Robson:
If political science is to substantiate its claim to be an important
part of a liberal education, those who teach it must rise to the full
height of their opportunities. They must deal with political ends as well
as means; with the governance of man in the past, the present and the
future; with the great contemporary political issues at home and
abroad, and in the international sphere. They must show the relation
between political ideas, political institutions, and political programmes.
They must combine a knowledge of legal or constitutional structure
with a realistic understanding of how public authorities work in practice. They must try to present a picture of homo politicus which is
neither abstract nor absurd nor remote from reality. They must show
an ability to synthesize the disparate elements in the subject so that
their essential unity is revealed. Above all, they must endeavor to throw
some light on the great problems of our time; such as the problem of
avoiding war, of increasing international peace and security, of extending freedom, of assisting the development of backward countries, of
preventing the exploitation of native races, of using government as a
means of raising living standards and promoting prosperity, of banishing ignorance, squalor, destitution and disease through the social
services, of increasing the welfare, happiness and dignity of mankind. 2 3
If political scientists incorporate these ambitious goals in their teaching
responsibilities they will be achieving an educational orientation that is
"concerned with the development of the intellect, the comprehension of
general principles, the inculcation of methods of thought, the proper approach to problems, and a systematic view of the subject." 24 By realizing
these goals political science contributes to general education.
Beginning with the 1960's emphasis has been placed on the structures
of disciplines as the proper mode for curriculum construction and instructional strategy. In this approach a "subject" is fundamentally a mode of
inquiry about something. Through this approach educational objectives are
matched with the structure of knowledge from which a discipline receives
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its instructive character. This approach is a departure from selecting certain closed systems of knowledge to be taught as truths. Anthropologist
Joseph Casagrande argues the validity of the inquiry approach when he
says that:
... It is important to learn not facts or the content of a discipline so
much as its distinctive modes of thinking and inquiry, the theoretical
frameworks employed, and from a more philosophical perspective, the
particular image of man that emerges from a discipline's working assumptions and its 'way of knowing.' At least as important then as
learning the results of work in other fields is learning the kinds of
questions that are posed, the concepts and methods employed, and the
ways in which evidence is obtained, analyzed, and marshalled to answer
these questions. 2 5
Historian G.R. Elton succinctly states this approach when he writes that
the teacher should "employ the techniques of his own craft in the elucidation of the subject matter of his teaching. " 2 6
The inquiry approach through the structure of knowledge found in the
several social science disciplines does not necessarily solve the problem of
relating content and educational experiences with desirable goals, if learning is to be relevant to those questions which are most immediate to the
minds of students.
It is becoming increasingly obvious that our contemporary history provides the challenge for the social sciences in the curriculum as they relate
and find relevance to the questions that are most urgent to students.
Kenneth Boulding defines our contemporary situation as "the great transition:" the movement from a civilized to a post-civilized society. 2 7 What
he means is that we have been in the process for some time of moving
from a work-oriented, legalistic, stable society to a mass-media, cybernetic,
change-oriented society. Geoffrey Barraclough argues that "the twentieth
cannot be regarded simply as a continuation of the nineteenth century,
that 'recent' or 'contemporary' history is not merely the latter end of what
we call 'modern history,' the most recent phase of a period which, according to conventional divisions began in Western Europe with the Renaissance and the Reformation." 2 8 In short, contemporary history should be
considered as a distinct period of time, with characteristics of its own
which mark it off from the preceding period. Barraclough maintains that
we are experiencing the formation of a world civilization in which all th r
continents will play their part.
So rapidly have we begun to feel the effects of these revolutiona V
times in presenting us with new configurations that all of us today "
displaced persons living in a world that has little to do with the on~ n
which we grew up. The process of modernization increasingly leads to a
situation where the individual loses existential ties that bind him to h:,
social structure_ And our socio-cultural environment is not able to provid n
us with meaning, reality and freedom. A viable curriculum for the gene ·al
student in the social sciences demands a responsiveness to the personal
through an encounter with the issues of our contemporary history. Choice
replaces fictitious necessities and a more human world is possible. Education becomes more a matter of personal engagement and existential confrontation. The subversion of the personal in relation to the issues of our
contemporary history isolates education from the mainstream of practical
life, trivializes the learning process, and produces a disintegrative learning
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experience for students. The analytical fragmentation of reality and detachment from issues of value are being questioned for their inappropriateness to the present needs of students. This traditional stance coupled with
a rampant vocationalism intent on certifying people for entrance into the
meritocracy has neglected the relationship between students' processes of
reflection and their experience.
The achievement of general education objectives must ultimately be
evaluated in relation to the construction and teaching of particular courses
in the curriculum. Course construction and strategies of teaching become
most important in terms of their practicality and relation to the learning
experiences of the individual student. Social science courses cover a
continuum of heavily programmed factual surveys to those which attempt
integration by focusing on current social problems or by emphasizing
methods of social analysis. The general education movement has been
noticeably concerned with broad courses which attempt comprehensive
surveys of scholarly materials. This approach is being criticized in favor of
courses which emphasize methodology, concepts, generalizations, principles, and their utilization.
A more likely approach may be provided by Jerome Bruner when he
sums up under one basic principle what he thinks is a more valid process:
the succession of studies need be fixed in only one way; whatever is
introduced should be pursued continuously enough to give the student a
sense of power of mind that comes from a deep understanding of the
situation at hand. 2 9
The present challenge for history and the social sciences in the general
education curriculum centers around the achievement of their several
modes of intellectual inquiry in relation to the needs of students and
with the clear recognition that the needs of both may not be compatible,
thus creating the need for increased attention to the processes of decisionmaking. The education can relate the scientific, internal insights, and
normative speculations. This role challenges the disciplines from becoming
sterile methodologies. History and the social sciences provide an elaborate
process whereby opinions and experiences can be sifted, and feelings of
obligation, responsibility, and purpose can be clarified.
The basic justification for studying history and the social sciences is the
assumption that the world is knowable by man through some process
which can be communicated; and that knowing the results of man's interaction with the world is valuable. These are not self-evident, they must be
chosen options. These disciplines provide an opportunity to process
experiences through human intelligence. As the tempo of social change
becomes faster, communications more instant, and conflicts more
dangerous, the possibilities of personal and institutional marginality are
increased, thus creating a greater need for history and the social sciences.
The social sciences reflect in their organization the growth of competing groups, rather than the growth of intellectual order. The search for
interdisciplinary stances in the disciplines and in the teaching dimension is
important though. Each social science discipline suffers a bias inherent in
its particular reality unit. The continued attempts to construct hypothetical sets of relationships that explain the variation in perspective found in
the social sciences are necessary in order to understand what each of them
is saying.
In meeting the challenge of general education in the curriculum the
temptations of determinism and of scepticism must be resisted, along with
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the temptation to yield too readily to the blandishments of utopia. A
viable curriculum is maintained in a spirit of experimentation and change
by bringing policies and practices in accordance with new knowledge and
the changing conditions of life. If curriculums do not approximate thi&
spirit they become increasingly dysfunctional and destructive in their relation to people. Curricular irrelevance, obscurantism, and ossification
result. The rapid pace of change makes the task even more difficult.
Recent dissent in higher education expressed through the discontent of
students demands general education experiences for students in history
and the social sciences that will illuminate the historical and social context
of their private discontent. In this manner history and the social sciences
can contribute to the development of an informed electorate and possibly
a common culture. In order to do this it may be necessary for the curriculum to adopt a more critical, innovative approach to the social universe
rather than an apologetic, adaptationist approach.
Increasingly, the social sciences will concern themselves with the relation between descriptive and normative paradigms. The questions, "What
kind of world is it?" and "What kind of world do we want?" will be harder
to separate if the objective world is the result of man's actions and his
perceptions of that world are the result of values created in the analytic
process. Determinism is broken (or blunted) and a way can be sought to
allow the disciplines to achieve the goal of general education - the freeing
of the student's mind.
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Do

Week by Week,
Hour by Hour
(A Teacher's Journal of a
General Studies Course)
Francis L. Gross
The confused motorist stopped by the watermelon stand on a dusty
back road in Eastern Kansas. The weather was July-drip. The sunny kind
of drip, the kind where the only drip is trickling down from a wet slot on
your shirt to where your belt bunches the shirt up on your hips. "How do
you get to Topeka?" said the tourist. The reply from an old man in
overalls, "If I was you, Mister, I sure as hell wouldn't start from here."
There isn't anyplace else to start, except from where you are, on a trip.
So, I'm going to ask you to go with me on a trip through a part of a course
entitled Post Freudian Thought. It's a general studies course at Western
Michigan University. My notion is that many of us who are teaching interdisciplinary courses on the undergraduate level have the feeling that our
description of the work we are attempting, the journey we are taking, that
we always are starting at the wrong place, maybe on the wrong foot.
I want very much to talk about my work, and so, wrong place or not,
I'm just going to take you with me, hour by hour through a portion of this
course. To do so for the whole course might be tedious. We will begin,
then, at the start of the second of two main blocks of the course, centering
around Erikson's thoughts on Identity.

A Chautauqua: Post Freudian Thought
The goal of our trip? To understand what Erikson means by the word
Identity and hopefully to use that notion to clarify an identity search on
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the part of the students, each one taken individually.

First Week
First class. It had to come, I know. Here we are in the middle of
February. We've had fun so far in the course studying and sharing Vik tor
Frankl's will to meaning and seeing parallels to Frankl's ways for finding
meaning in a rather roisterous novel by Clair Huffaker called Nobody
Loves a Drunken Indian. But I know that the moment of truth has arrived,
for Erikson's book on youth and identity is difficult reading. I don't know
whether this class, taking the course to fulfill a General Studies requirement, will do the digging required to find what that wise old man has
to say about youth. The first chapter of the book is assigned according to
the sheet I have given them for reading throughout the school year. And
so, I walk into Room 4510 Dunbar, a few minutes after one P.M. Often I
feel a tingle when I walk in to class, reminiscent of the bell starting the
initial round of a boxing match. No more planning or worrying, "you're
on!"
I walk up to the desk, rummage through my brief case for last class's
corrected test, my horrendously large 60-page, typed outline of Erikson's
book, and my scribbled plans for today's class. Up to the board to write in
my left-handed scrawl, two questions:
1. Does Erikson equate "crisis" with disaster?
2. Name one of the two conceptual ancestors of Erikson's notion of
"Identity".
The answers are to be brief - during the five minutes they are pondering and writing, I prowl the classroom ... there are some faces that are
familiar, but the names? I take a fix on two or three faces - look down at
the piece of paper on the lecture chair in front of them, and attempt to
attach the name to the face. They are finished now, half-sheets of paper
work their way to the front of the room where I gather them into a single
stack. Looks like they have read the first chapter anyhow, except for
Dennis Smith, who looks blank in his chair in the back of the room. Does
he have a book? Did the bookstore run out? Did he just decide "the hell
with it?"
We spent nearly the whole class sharing two of the early writers on
identity, both quoted by Erikson in the chapter. William James' letter to
his wife I shall quote in part here:
A man's character is discernible in the mental or moral attitude in
which, when it came upon him, he felt himself most deeply and intensely active and alive. At such moments there is a voice inside which
speaks and says: "THIS is the real me!"
It was a good session. The students were loose enough to share experiences parallel to James'. Britt Theuer, a musician, describes his experience
of feeling really himself when he is playing the trumpet. I cajole, wait and
comment. Picking up on the thread of James' thought I point out that this
feeling or voice does not guarantee that Britt will be a great trumpet
player, it is a feeling of active tension, a time when one is willing to take a
risk. Often such a voice speaks within us when we least expect it. I remember my own experience when I first began to teach high school something inside told me that this was where I belonged, in the classroom
- and oh, the surprise of it! I did not expect to find myself there nor hear
that voice. Teaching was a part of my training as a Jesuit, and so I went.
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Not everybody heard that voice that year in Kansas City, 1956.
And so we shared experiences - for nearly an hour and a half, students
speaking, shyly, almost warily, many of th~m. When it seemed that we had
run out of responses to James' description, we went on to Freud's comments on his debt to Judaism. I shall quote again:
What bound me to Jewry was (I am ashamed to admit) neither faith
nor national pride, for I have always been an unbeliever and was
brought up without any religion though not without a respect for what
are called "ethical" standards of civilization ... there was a perception
that it was to my Jewish nature alone that I owed two characteristics
that had become indispensable to me in the difficult course of my life.
Because I was a Jew I found myself free from many prejudices which
restricted others in the use of their intellect; and as a Jew I was prepared to join the Opposition, and to do without agreement with the
"compact majority".
Again the shy testimonies, I remember Larry Bolton describing his own
Jewishness in terms similar to Freud's. Somehow his affiliation with Jewry
made him feel he did not need the agreement of the majority of his peers.
He talked of his freedom from certain kinds of prejudice as a part of his
heritage. Larry talked to me later about a family of Georgia rednecks
whom he greatly admires - country folk, given to making generalizations
about "niggers" - but Larry sees another side to them. Maybe it does help
to be Jewish!
It's over now - a long class of an hour and fifty minutes with no
breaks, but a good one. The time seemed to go fast and I didn't have to
talk too much.
Second class. The assignment was Erikson's second chapter. It concerns
the basic tasks of the ego - as a central organizing agency absorbing
historical, biological, and social data for the individual person.
Given a short test on the meaning of ego, somehow the direction of
sharing takes a historical bent. Pete Kane and Steve Francis both talk of
the history of their time in Viet Nam. Both functioned well for their
country as soldiers. Steve was, as he put it, "blown up" - I didn't realize
how literal a term that is. He was leaning over a live hand grenade in the
dark when it detonated. The point of both men - they were set to come
home as heroes for their country - one a hospital case, the other a proud
young man. Both were greeted by no one. They were organized to be
heroes from their own personal histories at war. This "history" made it
damned hard to adjust ... to being just ordinary Joes in civilian life. As
Pete said, "It was terribly confusing."
I talked briefly concerning Erikson's conviction that exploited people
usually accepting the image given them by their exploiters. There is a
history of this - both personal and familial among black people in our
country. If people say that black people are shiftless niggers for long
enough the ego will organize this data as acceptable. I noticed the small
minority of black students I have in class nodding their heads. They said
nothing.
Sharing centered around family and school. If your teachers have
always thought you were dumb and told you so, well, there is a good
chance you will believe them. If your mother thinks your older brother is
the smart one in the family, you'll probably believe her too. These are
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historical aspects in ego development. I'm intent on the class seeing this
time element, a developing and dynamic way of looking at the ego.
After class Pam Colen quietly came up to me and said, "Mr. Gross,
when you were explaining the class project that we have to do, you
mentioned two of the best you ever got were not written - one a dance of
some Eriksonian theory; the other a series of drawings of faces showing
Erikson's developmental stages. Did you say that the two best projects you
ever got were done by black people?" I looked Pam in the eye, not
remembering that I had said anything about race in connection with the
projects. "That's right, Pam." That mixture of surprise and pleasure in a
young woman's face was born of a history of hearing things differently.
She should have taught the class.
Second Week

First class. I'm not going to teach today - just turn them loose tracing
Erikson's eight stages of personhood - from cradle to grave. They've read
it, I hope. I'm not worried so much about working with groups anymore.
Some of the shock of helping one another in a "test" is over. The group
getting the same grade, each one for the test - they are used to that. I
hope they are ready - the task: in an hour and fifty minutes groups of
four to six must define each stage, give an example of each, find Erikson's
supporting institution, and his motto for each.

Off they go. I feel up tight with nothing to do at first. I start watching
the groups. One group is into making up their own mottoes for each
stage - not rebellion, just their style, what the group researches call "risky
shift." This observation is a reminder for me to sit down, draw a map of
the room with each group identified in it, and observe. The group at the
far left close to my desk has a guy pulled way back from the others - he's
not into the project. I note that. Another group of four right in front of
me are pulled so close together in their lecture chairs they look like a
four-leafed clover - something doing there. Way in the back I notice two
women looking out the window vacantly. And so I work my observation
round the room - and then start again. I remember groups change - next
observation has my guy who was pulled way back in closer. Later I
discover the smokers in his group were bothering him - it took a while
but they needed him. The groups keep changing - I make my
notes on my second mental tour, not actually hearing what they are
saying, but watching seating, eyes, how loud they are talking,
whether there are any laughs.
I'm off now - touring the room, one group at a time. I tell them what I
have noticed. The noise level is high, not just a buzz. "Hey
Frank!" ... "Do we have this right?" or "Leave us alone, Frank, we've got
a good thing going here." What was an orderly tour becomes me actively
scooting around the room. I spend some time with groups who are
Jost - needling, questioning, waiting for them to tell me to get lost,
because I'm using up their time.
Back to the desk and my class list - I know students more and more
now by what group they tend to be in. It's interesting to see floaters. They
are often the ones that don't come to class much or don't do the reading.
They aren't too welcome, so they shift from class to class, from group to
group. It does put pressure on them to come and to read. Is that fair? I'm
n~t sure. Suddenly the period is coming to a close. I tell them to type the
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papers and xerox a copy for each in the group ... and they are gone.
Second class. They are back, most with xeroxed copies, so I go carefully through the whole exercise myself outloud. Students sit separately,
making notes, groaning, questioning my way of looking at the eight stages,
but they are paying attention - except those poor souls who weren't here
last time. Somehow I feel sorry for them. It is possible to be sick or bored
or just to be upset - and hence missing from an important class. Going
over something a student hasn't done can make them feel even more out
ofit.
A brief test on the assigned reading for today. We are starting the
Catcher in the Rye, so I suggest how Holden Caulfield's life might have
gone, partly from the book we have started, partly from imagination, for
The Catcher gives us only a few days in the life of a young man in an
Identity crisis. That's why we are taking the book. I want the students to
come up for air and enjoy the book, but to deepen what they have learned
by watching, laughing, and crying with a young man from the vantage
point of Erikson. Hopefully, the novel form of literature will bring them a
step closer to applying the theory to themselves.
Finishing touch - for the last fifteen minutes of the period we do a
body sculpture of Holden. It's a simple exercise. We push back the chairs,
put everybody in the middle of the room standing close together. Then
some volunteer arranges hands and bodies into a sculpture representing
Holden. Marguerite, who has a son at Michigan State, arranges one fellow
sitting in the middle, a ring of others making gestures of despair, another
ring of bodies around them reaching out with their arms and hands. She
acts surely , slowly the group sees what she is about - Holden's terrible
loneliness combined with his inability to accept intimacy. Three or four
other sculptors try their hands at it ... but not with the care of Marguerite
- she is thinking of her own son surely; it shows.
As they leave, I wonder if they see the connection between The
Catcher and Erikson's theory.
Third Week
First class. The middle section of The Catcher. I think they are
enjoying the book. Somehow it doesn't bother me anymore that some
may have read it before. My students for the most part have read very
little. That's one of the reasons for my using novels - it's never too late to
discover the fun and potential wisdom of a well written book.
We are looking forward to Erikson's treatment of Identity crisis now,
but I don't tell the students. I put seven key words on the board, taken
from the book, that nearly correspond to the key headings in Erikson's
treatment and call for small groups to give examples. The words: any
Salinger fan will recognize a few of them - phony, sex, student, Old Jesus,
Old Spencer and history, "I really am." I'm leading up to Erikson'S categories of time as allied to trust, sexual polarization, the importance of
ideology, the need to follow or lead effectively, role experimentation,
having a feeling of apprenticeship, the need for self-certainty.
Put in other terms: Holden has a desperate need to trust someone, but
he has been betrayed often. Almost everyone is phony to him who has
been betrayed. His preoccupation with his own sex and with homosexuals
shows a yet unsettled feeling for what kind of male he is. As a student, he
is locked into one role - that of a professional flunker. His deep
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feeling for Jesus reflects his idealism, indeed his ideology. His encounter with his history teacher, Spencer, shows his despair at doing
anything well. The oft repeated "I really am" implies that he really
isn't sure of what you the reader really thinks of him. But I don't
want to get all that clinical - I want students to find Holden as
he is. If they do, likely enough they'll see something of themselves.
We'll leave Erikson for later.
After putting the words on the black board, I ask each group to
brainstorm for fifteen minutes. Write down any associations they may
make between these words and the book. After this they can argue out
which ones seem most apt to the words and episodes in this book.
It takes TIME! Suddenly there's only fifteen minutes of class time left.
I had hoped to have them do picture posters of Holden in groups, cutting
out photos from magazines and pasting them, collage-like, on paper backing. Maybe next semester I'll be more organized. My black suitcase with
magazines, rubber glue, scissors, backing, and two-way tape for mounting
the posters on the wall weighs fifty pounds! Back to the office with it ugh!

Second class. We have finished reading the saga_ of Holden Caulfield,
and so today I throw a chincy, twenty question fill-in test, taken individually, at the class. I know they don't learn much from this sort of exercise.
Why do it? I do need to know who is doing the work in the groups, those
who are doing the reading. Something down deep in me tells me that this
is only an excuse. Tests that are not learning exercises bother me. My next
dilemma - after correcting it later I find that everybody got almost all the
answers right. Well, they ARE reading. That's good, I hope.
After the fifteen minutes for the test we spent an hour and a
half running through all the crises of adolescence explained by my
friend Erikson as they happen to Holden. I explained each one, the
students, in large group session picked out examples. They were
lively! The time went quickly. What I do not know - will the
whole damned thing stay a nice, neat exercise, carefully desegregated
from their lives. "Class, today's puzzle is how to make a freaky kid
in a novel fit into a developmental psychoanalytical model about
adolescent and young adult identity crisis." Source of Hope - I
think they like Holden, many of them. Can "like" be a word close
to "identify with?"
Fourth Week
In seventeenth century European Jesuit Colleges, those famous
schools that produced Voltaire, one always "prelected" the lesson.
They still do that! I can't resist thinking that James Joyce and
Fidel Castro graduated from Jesuit schools of a later date. You see,
"prelecting" means teaching something before you assign it, but it
may help understanding too. I cannot ask my illustrious alumni just
now, but I have been prelecting the actual reading of Erikson's
Chapter on Identity Confusion by means of my wistful adolescent
in his field of rye.

And so - to it. Both periods this week will be spent by the students
working on that chapter I hope they have read. We have worked so hard
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on learning the rules of group consensus - What must they do?
1. Define in their own words each of the seven aspects of adolescent
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and young adult identity crisis.
2. Relate each one to its corresponding earlier or later crisis in life as
seen in the book.
3. Give an example from the experience of one of the group members
of each of the aspects.
4. Define the word "Moratorium" as it is used by the author and give
an example as in number 3.
I am back playing "Nancy Nurse", visiting groups, pulling back from
them and observing how they are doing. When the period is over, if there
has been confusion, maybe they will bone up on what they didn't understand for the next class meeting! For the next meeting will be more of the
same.
So this week has been a group-project week. Somehow I want to describe the group that did, in my opinion, the best project. Pete Kane is
twenty.five, has two children, and is the group humorist - only later do I
find out that he is very widely read. Steve Francis, my serious ex-Special
Services soldier with his battle scars, who has a gift for digesting the lively
conversation of the group on paper. Rich Sharpe, who is younger, an
intense young man who is competitive - he quit another group that wasn't
working hard enough to suit him earlier in the semester. And Sue, who is
very quiet, except when she disagrees with something - a discerning
listener in her blue overalls, not as noisy as the others but not taking a
back seat either. The work of their week has a clear, simply put grasp of
the theory and concrete examples that smack of reality. They are proud of
their work - they enjoy it too!
Fourth Week
Somehow last week's work was like being on a canoe trip. Two people
in a canoe in the water have only a few feet between them. A pair of
canoes on a river often don't have much space between them either.
Decisions have to be made, cooperation is necessary. It's fun, if you work
together, but it's demanding and often irritating. We've been on the river
for a week. It's time to get out of the water, feel a different surface, get a
little distance from one another.
We will spend this week and part of next week reading an autobiography: I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou.
First Class. I give a short individual test and we're off talking about
Maya's early life - a discussion involving the whole class as a unit. Maya is
a black woman ; her childhood involves living with three different units of
an extended American Black family.
In the beginning the discussion is mostly by white students - dismay at
a child's being shuttled back and forth between different relatives in
widely separated parts of the country. Obviously her childhood is a
disaster. Fifteen minutes into the discussion Tim Montgomery, a young
black man from Detroi t, almost plaintively asks, "Doesn't anybody see
anything good in her early life?" Tim explains that his own life was not
totally different. He didn't know his father until he was twenty. He lived
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with a grandmother for a while , with different aunts and uncles at various
times during his childhood - and doesn't feel deprived at all. He was
always at home - felt the basic trust and recognition Erikson feels is so
necessary for a child. He wasn't just a parcel being passed around. He was a
person and his scattered family knew who he was.
Somehow the class gets firing back and forth at Tim. He explains. They
question ... best of all, I'm not saying much. That's hard on me, but good
for the class. I talk too much anyhow. Slowly the conversation dies down.
The four Blacks in class become silent. The rest of us are a little embarrassed, as I see it. Just before the period is over Ron Karlis explodes,
"We haven't gotten this thing off the ground. How come all you guys are
afraid to talk?" He's disgusted and angry.
The class drifts off, but Ron stays. Jeff Patton stays too, a thoughful,
impish black man - and a few others. I hang around and a spirited rap
session runs for a half hour: differences between blacks and whites. That
was fun! I wonder what other class they missed. I didn't get to lunch, but
it was worth it.
Second Class. More of Maya. A Black girl is raped when she is eight
years old in St. Louis, Missouri. She is sent South by her family to live in a
small town in Arkansas. It is there in the protective cocoon of a close
black community to recover from the trauma of rape. Her small community understands pain; it is a part of their lives. In a one room school she
begins to live again as a precocious student. Kids just don't survive if they
can't make something work - the healing power of learning. I recall my
years working with illiterate boys in a State Industrial School in Topeka,
Kansas. Case history after case history revealed to me the terror and desperation born of being in primary school unable to read. One of the most
effective therapists in that school was a well trained teacher of remedial
reading.
In class we talked about primary school teachers. How well those
college kids remember the one teacher who helped them read or learn
basic Math skills, who cared enough to help them if they weren 't doing
well. This is Erikson's fourth stage: industry versus inferiority.
I find myself wondering why those memories are so vivid of the helpful
teacher. My students are at Erikson's Identity stage, most of them, when
once again a sense of apprenticeship is often a glue that holds them
together. I know they need the healing of being able to make something
work here in college just as much as they did in grade school. That need
revives a host of memories. The whole period went by discussing and
remembering.
Sixth Week
First Class. They have finished the autobiography. In groups we take
Maya through the eight stages of life, from cradle to grave - some of it is
in the book, much of her earliest life they must imagine, as well as her
later life, for the book ends when she is sixteen years old. The groups find
it hard to see how there can be consecutive periods in an individual's life
with a crisis that is peculiar to each. The novel lends credence to the
theory. Perhaps they are beginning to see.
Then we go through all the crises of Identity - the years of adolescence
and young adulthood, seeking examples in Maya's life. We are closer to
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home now. Her impatience and sense of betrayal at any delay, her selfconsciousness, her fighting the role of the traditional black, her confusion
as to whether or not she was a lesbian, her need of encouragement not to
be a blind follow.er of traditional black behavior, her cause - to be black
and to be somebody and its accompanying sense of mission - they are all
crowded so close together, so important and critical for later years.
What do I hope for? A slight opening on the part of white students into
one black woman's life, but much more than this. Maya's story is in a
sense their own story. Her confusion their confusion. Her hope their hope.
Maya Angelou is primarily a human being - and so are they .
Seventh Week
First Class. Back to our rhythm of out of the canoe and onto the less
confining bank. We take Erikson's chapter on youth. It is an encouraging
but confusing chapter. I teach the hell out of it. A lot has been pent up in
me too after a week of low profile.
And so I characterize contemporary youth as shiftless and shifty. A
feisty little Irish American girl erupts at being called shifty - she's tired of
being put down when she has worked so hard trying to find herself. I bite
my tongue, let her finish. She had described so well what Erikson has
observed: seemingly shiftless young people are often in search of something or someone worthy of trust. It is hard search; one must begin over,
and over, and over. My short female has taught well what I was going to
teach.
And so I shift. Youth's need to be a special kind, to be unique, the
counter-cultures of varying kinds. Such lovely goals, but so close to the
intolerant arrogance of a master race, or as Erikson calls it, a "pseudospecies". Super races are destructive; for they have no use for lesser species
of human beings. I warn them.
The fear of determinism - how well my students know they are headed
for a well programmed future in a technological society. They want to
take their time before commitment - and so they should. Their reticence
about making commitments of a lasting nature comes out in class. I
agree - yes, wait ... but don't forget that whatever lasting choice you
eventually DO make will indeed be made of the stuff of your past. You
can't change your past, I tell them, you can only work with it. I am
accused of preaching. That's fun for I can blow up with not wholly feigned
anger and ask them what the hell do they expect from a teacher who spent
twenty years studying and practicing the art of being a preacher. I can't
leave my past behind any more than they can, damn it! I can only work
with it.
There is no more in this long class lecture, this is enough for flavor.
The second part of the period is spent in groups. I give each group an
overhead transparency sheet and three different colored felt pens. Their
task - to define search for something worthy of fidelity and to draw a
symbol of what this means. Each group will have the chance to flash their
transparency and explain to the others what it means.
Second Class. Womanhood and inner space.
Well, I knew this one was going to be a crunch. The reason? It's twofold. My own history from the time I was a little boy has been one of
causes. I won't go into detail , but there was an identity crisis in my life
too. It was slowly and irrevocably solved by my joining the Jesuit Order
long ago and finding my place in that organization by being a teacher-
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preacher-priest. Just because I am not formally affiliated with the Society
of Jesus anymore, doesn't mean that bent for taking up social causes in the
classroom has left me. Erikson would chuckle, no doubt, that I am the
third generation of four generations of Catholic American born priests as
well as a descendant of some pretty pious Congregationalist New England
folks.
To some extent perhaps that's why I find my most interesting students
to be female and /or Black. Many of my girls, many of the small number of
Black students who find their way into my classes are bent on finding a
new identity. They are serious, often confused, but their struggle has a
quality that speaks to me.
Erikson's chapter on womanhood is not popular with my female
students, many of them, who are involved in the liberation of females in
general, themselves in particular. If I understand correctly, . it is because
one of the cardinal tenets of what they call "the movement" is that
women differ from men mainly for cultural reasons. Erikson's insistence
that anatomy, in this case the female anatomy, is a major factor in one's
identity, my girls flatly deny. It is true that Erikson uses his "anatomy is
destiny" theory as a call for women to take their place with males in the
public arena as equals. He feels the ground plan of a woman's anatomy
gives her a certain inner quality, a concern with inner productivity. He sees
our world as desperately needing inner productivity rather than outer
exploitation - the male syndrome of industrial production for its own
sake, outer exploitation, war, exploitation of nature. The old calypso tune,
"Man smart, woman smarter" is his theme . .. based on the ground plan of
anatomy.
I am content to run a rather sloppy class juxtaposing Erikson with
current thinkers who take issue with him. Often it is lively, because there
are such strong feelings. We carry on with numerous digressions for an
hour.
Somewhere, in an off moment, a young man with a frown on his face,
hesitantly raises a hand. We are approaching the end of the year, he notes.
We do not have an examination but a paper or project, but the handout I
gave them at the beginning of the year said that something called an
"interface paper" would be due a week before the semester ends. It's
getting to be close to that time. Would I explain it?
My explanation and rationale went something like this. We have done a
lot of reading in this course. I am not so much concerned that you master
all of the reading in such a way as to be able to render it up, like the coin
of tribute, at the end of the semester. My hope is that somewhere in this
course something has intrigued or troubled you as a student. I am not
referring to peripheral things, but rather to something central in the
thought of the two main thinkers we have taken - Viktor Frankl (the
earliest portion of the course not dealt with in these notes) and Erik
Erikson. What I am looking for is a careful second look on your part at
that thing that intrigued or troubled you, a careful analysis of it in your
own language. That would be a book report, but I want more than a book
report. I want you to bring your own experience directly to bear on that
idea or series of ideas. I want you to recall, if you can, just why and how
that idea touched your experience of life. A simple recalling of your
experience can be called a journal. This is a journal of a particular sort. It
is a journal of how that book affected you, what it reminded you of in
your life, how it spoke to you. I do not want outside references and
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footnotes. I want you to tackle that idea, the same way a football player
tackles another football player holding the ball. I want a collision. A
possible title might be, "How I collided with Identity".
I ask myself why I want this, it is simply because I see little use in
knowing something that doesn't somehow speak to my own experience.
Three years of working with interface has led me to conclude that the
wasted energy of getting somebody else to do one's term paper seldom
occurs here. My students really don't cotton to the dorm term paper
written by putting down on paper how they feel about something. By and
large one's feelings tend to be sacred.
In passing I note that the written medium for interface is most usual,
but that some students may be more at home with another medium. I have
received water color sketches of Erikson's eight stages, I have had students
of dance work them into dance form. They have appeared in poetry,
sculpture and photographs. I ask only that if they decide on a medium
other than prose, that they check it out with me beforehand. In point of
fact my most memorable interfaces have come in another form than the
standard six typewritten pages. If there is a way to measure whether or not
the goals of my course have been met, I find this kind of interface a most
valuable tool, for it tells me not only whether or not my students have
been able to understand what we have discussed, symbolized, and read. I
could do that, very likely with a standardized test. My goals include
whether and how they were moved by that understanding.
Eighth Week
First Class. Once a semester I do it - a movie. This one is The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pitman. It is a long and painful film of development. A child who is a slave travels through time, living the history of her
part of Southern United States, culminating as a hundred and ten year old
civil rights activist in the sixties. The tension, the pain, the search for
fidelity - something or someone to be true to. I hope it sums up or
dramatizes much of what we have been about this semester.
As the film opens I stand outside the theater and pick up the interface
papers and sundry objects - everything from third rate collages to sculptures, to developmental poems. I have four days to correct and scrutinize
about a hundred of them. They are more fun to work with than a hundred
examinations, that much at least.
Second Class. Erikson's last chapter focussing on race and the wider
identity. I pull out all the stops in the old mouth organ and teach, old
fashioned style, like crazy.
The word identity is prominent in" contemporary Black literature,
usually an agonizing negative identity attempting to find itself in a compact majority that simply does not see its name, to paraphrase James
Baldwin. The history of the American black people strikes me as being
deeply a dark glass through which all young adults can see themselves nameless, faceless, shiftless - searching, searching, searching.
I talk of the dilemma of integration, which so often means absorption
or submission. The segregated campus here at Western Michigan University
is not by chance, nor do most of us who are white have much understanding of it. And yet my grandfather's family did the same thing. They were
immigrants, finding a place in another country - again I think of the title
of a book by Baldwin. They were forging a new identity. Not surprising
that they stuck together in Church, marriage, school, and play - just to
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survive! Black people have been in my country longer than most of my
own Catholic people, but they have been denied a positive identity. They
stick together here at school just as my forebears did. Why should we
expect them to be like us, who have robbed them of much of what is
positive in their identity?
I lecture, knowingly talking to white students, of what a mind blower it
must be to discover the joy of being black. A black student throws in what
a real mind blower it was for him to discover a positive kind of black
consciousness here at Western, a real revolution in consciousness. I talk in
terms of this of Erikson's hope that neither Blacks nor Whites will remain
racists, for there is, in the last analysis, but one race. His fear, repeatedly
expressed, of a super race, white or black. One must discover the human
race in one's identity just as importantly as one discovers the beauty of
being black.

Ninth Week
A hundred interfaces have each a short paragraph from me now and a
grade. I have averaged those grades into those daily quizzes, counting the
interfaces a third of the mark. So many students I knew only vaguely
before have surfaced as real people in those interfaces. A feeling of frustration wells up in me, for as things are coming to a close I feel a closeness to
many of those people, new, for the first time.
The walk to class with stacks of papers and odd shaped packages containing posters, sculptures. There is a single slip of paper containing the
initials of each student in alphabetical order with the final grade recorded
next to each student's initials.
Most of them are there in the classroom when I get there, so the paper
with the final grades is passed around the room while I call out the names
on the projects from each one to pick up his or her interface. It is a time
of intensity.
Now we form a circle of chairs, putting me in the middle, and I ask
each student to give me a letter grade for the course, outloud, with a short
verbal editorial if they choose to make one. I want to do this; somehow it
seems fair that I get the same form of grade the university requires me to
give them. Slowly, around the circle each student speaks. It is purging but
uncomfortable, but a good time to speak, for I have given them all the
data I can - the emotions are as real now as they ever will be. Some rake
me over the coals for not explaining the matter enough. Others say it was
too difficult. Still others found real personal help. My grades vary from A
to D.
The circle is completed. Most of them leave. Perhaps ten stay - some
close to tears, some waiting to say goodbye. Again we sit in a circle. I
explain that we will each initially give a sentence beginning with the words
"I think." After all have said this, we will go round again beginning with
"I see." After all have filled that sentence we will begin with "I feel."
Then, looking directly at someone in the group, "I think you feel." The
last sentence begins, "I want to tell you."
It is a progression game, increasing in intensity with each round. By the
time we are finished several of my good people are in tears, but the reasons
for their stay after the others were gone is apparent - gratefulness or
resentment for a grade or some aspect of the course. I remember Steve
telling one of the girls who had worked very hard on a series of pictures
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which I judged not to show Erikson's theory, how ten years ago he had
flunked out of school. Pete tells her not to pay too much attention to
teachers. If she is proud of her work, that's enough.
One grade is a simple error on my part. I change it. The others remain
the same. At least I have confronted them all face to face.
I feel a little beat up. My grades were sometimes as difficult to take as
theirs were. Anita said, "Frank, you're a good guy, but I didn't get anything out of the course." It has been blunt, but I like that. I know I'm a
good teacher, but it's hard not to be super, because, always I want to be
better - and to be liked too.
And so they are gone. Most of them I will not see again. Will I ever hear
of a lyric poet named Sharon White or a talented cartoonist named Jeff
Patton? I hope so.
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Capstone 75: Interdisciplinary

Turmoil And Triumph At

The College Of Basic Studies,
Boston University
by
William E. Davis, Jr., Ph.D.
George F. Estey , Ph.D.
"General education has failed, not because of its curricular inadequacy
(though it is inadequate), but because men of general intelligence are not
available to teach it. It has ended up therefore in the hands of specialists
who always betray it in practice ... [The] men we must have, regardless
of their pedigrees - prophets, poets, apocalyptics, scientists, scholars, intellectuals, men who sprawl across departmental boundaries, who will not
toe the line, individuals as large as life, irrepressible, troublesome , and exemplary." (William Arrowsmith in The Liberal Arts and Teacher
Education, 1966).
Truisms concerning the desirability of integrated programs of general
education are too well-known to bear repeating. Similarly, discussions of
the obvious difficulties of achieving integration in programs organized
under the traditional rubrics of Science, Humanities, Social Science are
equally well-known (Swora and Morrison, 1974).
We here report on an integrative interdisciplinary effort at the College
of Basic Studies of Boston University. We are persuaded that the kind of
project examined here is well within the grasp of all general liberal programs , whereas a total program of interdisciplinary studies probably is not
achievable, for a host of professional and departmental reasons.
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The sophomore curriculum in the College of Basic Studies two-year
transfer program consists of a three course team-taught core, with a single
elective option each semester. During the second semester of 1974-75, the
three core courses, Social Science, Humanities, and Science, joined in a
culminating interdisciplinary project as co-equal partners. A full seven
weeks, excluding the normal reading and final examination period, were
made available for the Capstone 75 Project by ending the formal elements
of the core courses, including written finals, by mid-March.
The College did not come unprepared to a capstone project of this
length and scope. For the past 22 years a sophomore project of major
significance has been a part of the second semester curriculum. From 1952
through 1955, sophomores engaged in a city-planning exercise conducted
largely by the Humanities Department. In 1956 this fairly straightforward
exercise developed into a Utopia Project, complete with preliminary and
preparatory readings built into the Humanities curriculum (Fisher and
Richter, 1957; Richter, 1959a, 1959b). All divisions of the College supported the Humanities-centered Utopia Project, but they did not totally
engage their class time and other resources. From 1959 to 1972, the
divisions of Rhetoric and of Psychology and Guidance provided considerable active support and participation, but these divisions ended all formal
activity when they shifted their efforts exclusively to the freshman curriculum. Science and Social Science increased their participation in the two
following years, but were never co-equal in planning, implementing, or
evaluating the Utopia Project.
During the 197 4-75 year, circumstances at the College made it necessary to choose one of several options: forego the Utopia Project as an
all-College exercise and leave it exclusively to the Humanities Division;
abandon the project entirely; mandate all divisions to participate fully; or
develop a new project. The political realities seemed to indicate that the
fourth choice was the most viable. A representative committee was
formed. After the usual amount of heated discussion, a compromise was
achieved. The committee retained a number of the structural and pedagogical features of the Utopia Project and superimposed a new broad topic
and a new set of criteria. The results of these efforts follow.
One of the several goals of Capstone 75: The American City,
1975-2000 was the integration of the previous three semesters' skills, information, and values. Since the team system of teaching at the College of
Basic Studies has functioned effectively for more than twenty years, and
since the new project had the earlier experience of the Utopia Projects to
draw on, the faculty had confidence in their ability to work effectively in
the presentation of a joint program. From the Utopia Project, the committee advised continuation of a group effort: the 342 sophomore students
either selected or were assigned to groups of five to seven. The committee
also decided that the final group report of a minimum of fifty pages per
group would be evaluated by each member of the team, and that each
group would then defend its report in an oral examination. Experience
with the Utopia groups had indicated that members of the faculty teams
should make themselves available to counsel the groups in a range of
combinations of faculty-student contacts (e.g., one faculty member and
one group; three faculty members and one group). Thus the sophomores
had available to them as much or more direct student-teacher contact as
they would have had in the ordinary class schedule of lectures and discussion sessions.
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Additionally, because the Capstone Project was a radical departure in
topic and concreteness from the freer and perhaps more speculative Utopia
Project, the Capstone Committee provided a series of special lectures and
films during the first three weeks of the scheduled seven-week period. The
purpose of these presentations was to provide the students with ideas and
materials otherwise not considered in depth in the preceding three semesters. All sophomores were required to attend a total of five lectures and
two major films. John Collins, a former Mayor of Boston, and Daniel Finn,
former administrator of the Boston Housing Authority and a current
Vice-President of Boston University, served as keynote speakers in successive weeks. These urban experts were followed by a prominent architect,
the Director of Research for the New England Aquarium, and a special
panel of doctors and lawyers from the Schools of Law and of Medicine at
Boston University. The project was enhanced by the local availability of
such expertise. These representatives from government and academe provided an enthusiastic and informed perspective for interested students
initiated in the magnitude of urban problems. A number of speakers expressed a genuine interest in returning next year.
In addition to these required general presentations, individual teams
arranged for 23 different seminars, lectures, and films. This past year there
were three teams, each with about 100 sophomore students; two teams,
each with fewer students, usually joined in offering the special activities.
These events were required of all students of the sponsoring team, and
open to all other sophomores and faculty. Other kinds of learning experiences were provided by individual teams: one team moved all of its
groups to the University's Conference Center for a day, in order to attempt to get both physical and psychic distance from the "city" for a
period of evaluation and reconsideration; a second team, operating quite
differently, arranged a number of tours to departments and offices of
various branches of city government and of organizations concernectwith
special aspects of urban living.
Further information and guidance came from the readings assigned by
the Capstone Committee, supplemented by additional readings required by
individual teams. These readings often came from the extensive bibliography made available to every student. Finally, each student began this
intensive seven-week experience with a Committee-prepared syllabus including 1) a complete schedule of events (both required and optional) ; 2)
an introductory statement explaining the purpose of the project and the
level of expectations of the faculty; 3) a study guide of rather detailed
questions and sub-questions to be considered by each student; 4) procedural guidelines; 5) 1975 census and demographic statistics for the
project city. These data were Boston's statistics, but they were not so
identified in order that the students might be somewhat freer in their
thinking about the future.
The seven weeks of varied activities culminated in written reports from
each group. Each paper had to include the group's evaluation of the existing major problems of the city, a description of the city as it ought to be
in twenty-five years, and a detailed examination of the processes by which
the ought could be achieved. The paper itself, according to Committee and
faculty expectations, should show continuity of thought and expression;
each group received a grade for the complete paper. During the two-hour
oral examination, each student was responsible for the defence of each
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aspect of the paper, regardless of the particular part of the paper he or she
may have contributed. Students received individual grades for the oral
examination. Total grade weight for the project came to 30% of the semester grade in each of the three core courses.
With the exception of a few minor variations from team to team,
usually concerned with enhancing early group activity or with reducing the
expected tensions arising from the conflict of differing personalities within
groups, the seven-week period passed very much as outlined above. The
expected scheduling conflicts, equipment malfunctions, and delays in
book delivery caused some confusion, but for the first time through an
extensive revision of a project viewed with sentimental and pedagogical
respect by many faculty members, the Committee and the College have
some justification in feeling pleased with the manner in which the project
developed.
But how well did Capstone 75 really work in achieving those lofty goals
set for it? After the completion of the project students were asked to
respond to a brief questionnaire. In the first part, participants indicated
whether or not each speaker, film, or text should be used in the project
again next year. Of the total sophomore student population of 342, 145
responded to the questionnaire. Fourteen of the fifteen speakers received
more than 50% favorable responses with nine receiving more than 66%
favorable responses. All eleven films and all six books received more than
50% favorable responses. Six of the eleven films and five of the six books
received more than 66% favorable responses. We interpret this as indicating
a high level of satisfaction with the overall project as well as the individual
inputs.
A free response section of the questionnaire produced quite a variety of
responses: "A true learning experience that opens our eyes and makes us
feel a great concern for the welfare of society. It was fun, really worthwhile." "Forget it!" "It didn't teach us or we didn't learn anything that
we didn't already know." "Although I did not do the Utopia Project, I
found this one a challenge and very informative." "A project such as this
could be fantastic if we had more time to do the proper research." "The
oral stinks!" "Overall a nerve-racking experience and I hated it when I did
it but in retrospect I enjoyed it, learned much, and wouldn't have missed
it."
The faculty were asked to critique the project. Most faculty responses
dealt with matters of administration and of preparation for the next project. For example, several faculty members urged more specific preparation during the first Sophomore semester. Faculty enthusiasm seemed to
us to rise as the project went on, perhaps peaking just before the papers
were finally handed in. Thereafter, the problems of evaluating seven weeks
of work and preparing for the oral examinations, especially when it
seemed likely that faculty expectations had not been fully realized in the
papers submitted, caused some faculty responses to be gloomier than most
of the student responses. Interestingly enough, however, no faculty team
or individual faculty member suggested abandoning the project; all suggestions and comments were aimed at improving upon this year's Capstone
project.
We believe that Capstone '75 contains the following significant and
successful elements:
A. Student Group Effort - For most sophomores, this project prPsents
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the first opportunity to function in a joint project, motivated by a
group grade, working toward a group goal. The necessity for compromises arising from the broad spectrum of opinion within each
group, and the discovery of differing personalities contributes to
what a majority of the students believe to have been a significant
educational experience.
B. Inputs - The all-sophomore class and team lectures, seminars, and
films provide a wide variety of inputs which constitute perhaps the
chief advance in the structure of the project over the earlier Utopia
Project. Some faculty expressed the hope that the students found
these presentations as stimulating, interesting, and educational as
they did! For the most part the presentations were of excellent
quality. One of the secondary advantages of this all-sophomore project at a time of limited budgetary resources was that the large
numbers of students involved justified the expense of attracting
recognized authorities in a field.
C. The Written Paper - The requirement that the final group paper
have significant elements of internal consistency and inter-relationships means that students must keep in close touch with each other
during the researching of the various topics. Although there is considerable unevenness from group to group, without this requirement
of consistency, the final paper would be merely a series of individual papers related only in that they would be submitted
together.
D. The Oral Examination - The final group activity of the students
occurs as they face their faculty in a 'defence' of their work. During
this one to two-hour meeting, faculty and students learn from both
the questioning and answering. Several faculty were not fully satisfied with this aspect of the project and have suggested different
approaches for next year. One suggestion, for example, was that the
students should face their faculty before they present the final
paper to the team and thus improve the quality of the final paper.
We anticipate several different approaches to the oral exam next
year.
E. The Faculty Team - Team teaching is one of the strongest aspects
of the educational process at the College of Basic Studies and is at
its strongest in collaborative and integrative projects. As the
primary source of curriculum integration it certainly remains a critically important feature of the Capstone Project.
Identifying these five aspects of the project as strengths is not intended
to suggest that other programs would necessarily need to imitate the
theme, the organization, or the program of Capstone '75. We hope that
readers of this article have silently selected and adapted elements of their
own programs which might well lead to the development elsewhere of a
somewhat comparable project. To the extent that those silent plannings
become visible in actual programs in other schools and colleges, Capstone
'75 will have achieved an important latent function .
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ASSOCIATION FOR GENERAL ANO LIBERAL STUDIES
The ASSOCIATION FOR GENERAL AND LIBERAL STUDIES was founded in
1961. It represents no particular doctrine or dogma other than the firm conviction
that a good general education is one of the signs of liberally educated men and
women. The Bylaws state that it shall "serve as a forum for professional people
concerned with undergraduate general and liberal education in each of the several
divisions of the curriculum."
An annual meeting, usually held in the month of October, is devoted to a program which engages in philosophical reflection on the function and purpose of
general and liberal education and to the exchange of innovative ideas for successful
instruction. Further information concerning existing programs of general education
is periodically disseminated in a newsletter.
AGLS has established a close relationship with the American Association for
Higher Education. As a consequence of this relationship, the ASSOCIATION FOR
GENERAL AND LIBERAL STUDIES co-sponsors a discussion session at the
Annual National Conference on Higher Education held in Chicago each March by
AAHE.
Membership in AGLS is open to individuals and also to institutions. Annual dues
for regular membership are ten dollars ($10.00). Graduate students may become
members of AGLS at a special rate of six dollars ($6.00) per year. An institutional
membership of twenty-five dollars ($25.00) entitles the institution to one individual
representative without additional fee. The membership year coincides with the academic year, beginning September 1.
Included in the payment of the annual dues are subscriptions to two publications
devoted to the concerns of general and liberal education.
1. PERSPECTIVES, a publication on issues of interest to liberal and general
education published by the College of Basic Studies,
and Boston University.
2. THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE QUARTERLY, A Magazine of General
Education, published by the University College, Michigan State University.
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